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Developing models to analyze time series is a very sophisticated, time-consuming, but interesting experience for researchers.
Commodity price component determination is challenging due to remarkable price volatility, uncertainty, and complexity in the
futures market.*is study aims to determine the components that drive the market price of commodity futures.*is study utilized
the decomposition methods, empirical mode decomposition (EMD), and variational mode decomposition (VMD), to analyze
three commodity futures prices data: corn from agricultural products, crude oil from energy, and gold from industrial metal. We
applied these techniques to decompose the daily data of each commodity price from different periods and frequencies into
individual intrinsic mode functions for EMD and modes for VMD. We used the hierarchical clustering method and Euclidean
distance approach to classify the IMFs and modes into high-frequency, low-frequency, and trend. Next, applying statistical
measures, particularly, the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient, Kendall rank correlation, and Spearman rank
correlation coefficient, we observed that the trend and low-frequency parts of the market price are the main drivers of commodity
futures markets’ price fluctuations. *e low-frequencies are caused by special events. In a nutshell, commodity futures prices are
affected by economic development rather than short-lived market variations caused by ordinary disequilibrium of supply-
demand.

1. Introduction

Globally, crude oil, corn, and gold futures prices have great
influence on worldwide economy. *ese commodities are
prone to price fluctuations and have decisive impact on
international economic activities as well as both consumers
and producers [1], [2]. Price fluctuation is a primary
concern as investors are anticipated to make satisfactory
profit from their commodity futures market exchange, and
the price studies of crude oil, corn, and gold can supply
macroeconomic information to investors to minimize risks
of loss and maximize profit. *e futures market price
determinants of these commodities are not affected by

demand-supply only but also influenced by several com-
ponents such as financial policies, growing economy, ex-
acerbation of market speculation, and special events
(eruption of war, outbreak of pandemic, 911 gruesome
attacks, and 2008 and 2012 global debt crisis) [3]. *e
remarkable price volatility in the futures market of crude
oil, corn, and gold makes it difficult to develop models to
analyze the price movements of the aforementioned
commodities. Prudent economic and investment decision-
making, which can assist investors and policymakers to
reduce the danger posed by price swinging, therefore, can
only be achieved by accurately analyzing the futures
market.
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*e United States is the leading consumer of corn in the
world. In 2019/2020, the United States consumed about
12.30 billion bushels of corn, followed by China. China
consumed about 10.98 billion bushels of corn in the same
year. *e European Union is the third largest consumers of
corn globally [4]. *ese countries are regarded as the world
leading economies, which imply that this agricultural
commodity plays significant role in the daily planning of the
economy of these three countries. According to the Inter-
national Energy Agency (IEA) 2019 report, United States
and China are the leading consumers of crude oil worldwide,
which consumed about 19.4 million barrels per day and 14
million barrels per day, respectively. Gold as a precious
metal is used as an indicator to hedge against inflation and
measure wealth in the world. It is a metal which is fascinated
by everyone and has maintained its value over centuries.
Unlike crude oil, gold price is not determined by any or-
ganization, but mostly depends on the cost of extraction and
how much people are willing to pay for it. Gold is expensive
due to the high cost associated with its production and also
exceeding popularity and can maintain constant weight all
the time, which makes it price rise more often. As stated by
the futures price discovery mechanism, these commodities
are extremely affected by macroeconomic policies; therefore,
they are useful in providing price information to spot
markets. Hence, discovering the drivers of these com-
modities is expected not only to minimize the unreliability
and decrease the danger in commodity markets but can also
help to make strategic and reliable blueprints for
government.

Crude oil, corn, and gold were chosen across the
commodity price market to conduct this study, which aimed
at identifying the underlying components that drive the
futures prices’ fluctuations in energy, agriculture, and in-
dustrial metal because these commodities are regarded as the
most volatile, interactive, and complex in the commodity
price market and very sensitive to macroeconomic policies
[4]. *ese commodities play a vital role in the world
economy; hence, the futures prices of these commodities
market price data are very important for any future de-
velopment plan since there is strong mutual relationship
between price, supply, and demand.

Inspired by the aforementioned reasons, we proposed an
enhanced signal detector and EMD and VMD techniques, to
decompose price series of crude oil, corn, and gold to es-
tablish the components that drive commodity futures spot
markets’ prices. *is paper utilizes EMD and VMD to an-
alyze the components of futures prices of corn (from ag-
ricultural commodities section), crude oil (from energies
section), and gold (from industrial metals’ section). By in-
vestigating the components that drive commodity futures
prices of these selected items, this research contributes to the
existing literature as follows:

(1) We demonstrate that the EMD and VMD can reveal
the underlying factors that causes corn, crude oil,
and gold markets price fluctuations.

(2) Using Hierarchical Clustering and Euclidean Dis-
tance Techniques, the IMFs andmodes were grouped

into their respective frequencies—high-frequency,
low-frequency, and trend components.

(3) Subsequently, different statistical measures were
used to evaluate the contribution of each frequency
to the net variance of the volatility of crude oil, corn,
and gold markets’ price fluctuations.

(4) *e economic interpretations of these components
were categorized as near-term fluctuations, as a
result of ordinary disequilibrium of supply-demand,
unpredictable special events, and a long-term trend.
It can, thus, be concluded that commodity futures
prices are driven by economic development since
low-frequency and trend are dominant components
of commodity prices’ series. From these processes,
some strategic forecasting approaches are discussed
in the conclusion.

*e remainder of the paper is divided as follows: in
Section 2, we review the relevant studies; we detail the data
and introduce the EMD and VMD algorithms in Section 3;
we discuss the empirical results in Section 4, where also the
derived intrinsic modes by EMD and VMD are presented;
Section 5 discusses and concludes our findings, where we
also provide some possible explanations for the results and
future developments.

2. Related Studies

Globally, energy, agricultural, and industrial metal products
markets are complex, uncertain, volatile, and interdepen-
dent. As a result, crude oil, corn, and gold time series are
nonlinear and nonstationary [5]. *erefore, determining the
drivers of these commodities are demanding task [6]. Much
research has been conducted into the analysis of commodity
prices, and the usual methods used can be classified into two
groups: data-driven approaches and structure-modeling
techniques. Data-driven strategies consist of linear regres-
sion models such as autoregressive moving average (ARMA)
and autoregressive conditional heteroscedasticity- (ARCH-)
type models [7], [8] and nonlinear models such as back-
propagation neural network (BPNN) and radial basis
function neural network (RBFNN) [9]. *e structure ap-
proach models profile commodity market prices and then
uses schedule supply-demand equilibrium to examine the
price volatility [10].

*e mechanism of commodity price investigation and
the factors that influence it can be modeled using structure
models; however, the structure method is strenuous to apply
due to the distinctive features of the commodity futures
market. For instance, oil supplying is difficult to model
because it is dispensed by two independent bodies, namely,
the non-OPEC andOPEC nations.*e non-OPEC countries
have no control over oil prices, while the OPEC ones de-
termine the production levels, using several factors, other
than reserved capacity [11], Furthermore, the difficulty in
modeling commodity futures prices is also due to the un-
steady international market environment. *e data-driven
approaches have proven to be quite versatile for short-term
predictions but do not have meaningful economic
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interpretations, as they cannot justify the inherent forces
that cause commodity price movement.

Several studies have cropped up in the literature trying to
develop models to study the price fluctuations of commodity
futures spot market prices. Studies such as those by Zhu et al.
[12], Wang et al. [13], Miao et al. [14], Boubaker and Raza
[15], and Wang and Li [16] used singular spectrum analysis
(SSA) and wavelet and combined with neural network
models such as backpropagation neural network, radial basis
function, and wavelet neural network to predict commodity
futures prices. *ey used SSA and wavelet to decompose
crude oil, corn, and gold prices series. *e experimental
results revealed that the neural network models combined
with SAA perform better than the benchmark models.

Boubaker and Raza [15] employed the wavelet method to
analyze mean and volatility spillovers between oil price and
BRICS stock markets at different time intervals. *ey de-
veloped a combined model, VARM-GARCH-cDCC, to
examine the effects of spillover on mean and variances of
level prices at different time scales. Evidence from the in-
vestigation indicates that the information within the oil
industry and volatilities have strong influence on oil price
and stock market prices but have no effects on the volatilities
of other prices. *e results also revealed that the proposed
VARM-GARCH-cDCC combined with wavelet decompo-
sition predicts the oil price accurately. However, using SAA
and wavelet as a data preprocess tool has some drawbacks.
SSA and wavelet decompositions extract false cycles forming
part of the series since choosing the function basis, and the
decomposition levels are subjective. Wavelet is nonadaptive
in nature.

An objective data analysis approach, such as empirical
mode decomposition (EMD), proposed by Huang et al. [17],
and variational mode decomposition (VMD), suggested by
Dragomiretskiy and Zosso [18], can be used to address the
challenges in modeling and in the absence of meaningful
economic interpretations in market price of commodity
futures.

EMD is empirical in nature; it is instinctive, straight, and
robust data pretreatment technique developed, particularly,
for nonlinear and nonstationary data preprocessing. *e
work of EMD is to break down the data into a discrete
number of intrinsic mode functions (IMFs) in such a
manner that the data is near periodic based on peculiar
characteristics, called the “extrema,” which is the length
between two sequential local extrema; thus, based on the
scale, the meaning of each IMF and the interpretations can
be established; for instance, an intrinsic mode associated
with financial time series with a scale of three months is
considered as a special event or seasonal event. Exploring
data’s intrinsic modes is very important to understand
economic interpretation since data is the only relationship
we have with real life.

Researchers have applied EMD in studies on economic
and financial data. It has been applied, for example, in
modeling agricultural products (Wang et al. [13]; Abadan
and Shabri [19]), electricity price (Xiong et al. [20]; An et al.
[21]; Crosato et al. [22]), on exchange rates (Lin et al. [23];
Premanode and Toumazou [24]; Plakandaras et al. [25]),

gold prices (Jian-Hui and Wei [26]; Hua and Jiang [27];
Owusu Junior et al.[28]), crude oil prices (Meng et al. [29];
Chen et al. [30]; Yu et al. [31]; Zhang et al. [32]; Wu and
Huang [33], and on carbon prices (Zhu et al. [12]). Pre-
manode and Toumazou [24] used differential empirical
mode decomposition (DEMD) for improving forecasting of
exchange rates using the support of vector regression (SVR).
*e simulation report showed that when DEMD integrated
with the SVR model, it was more robust than the state-of-art
Markov switching generalized autoregressive conditional
heteroskedasticity (MS-GARCH) and Markov switching
regressive (MSR) models.

Korotin et al. [34] used EMD and combined with the
Hurst exponent to assess the effects of economic sanctions
on ruble exchange rate in Ukraine. *ey based their argu-
ment on the theory of an effective market and reported that
there was no direct impact of sanctions on the ruble ex-
change rate and concluded that the foreign exchange market
has a long memory.

Zhu et al. [35] proposed EMD and combined with the
counterfactual analysis to estimate the effects of China’s
export policy on the price of tin. *ey used four different
kinds of decompositions in their analysis and selected the
EMD method as the best decomposition technique. *e
empirical results revealed that China’s export policy has no
effect on tin price, but the abolition of export policy brought
about an increase in supply of global tin market, such that
there was downward trend in the tin prices in the long run,
which resulted in the short-term fluctuation in the inter-
national tin market, and that market policy and price are
effective response of trade policy.

Zhu et al. [36] proposed the EMD method to study the
spillover effects between carbon market and electricity
market. EMD was applied to decompose carbon and elec-
tricity prices into several modes with different frequencies
and used conditional value at risk was used to detect the
spillover effects between carbon market and electricity
market. *e experimental results indicate that the spillover
effects of carbon market affect electricity market positively,
while spillover effects of electricity market affect carbon
market negatively. It further revealed that, for high and low
frequency modes, the spillover effects of carbon market
affect electricity market positive, and vice versa. For the case
of intermediate frequency, there exist a negative bidirec-
tional spillover effect between the two markets.

Dragomiretskiy and Zosso [18] introduced the VMD
model to improve EMD and EEMD by reducing endpoints’
effect and mode mixing. VMD is a nonrecursive and
bandwidth-limited optimization signal decomposition
method, using the Wiener filtering and Hilbert transform; it
can decompose nonlinear and nonstationary time series
data. VMD assumes that each mode has a limited bandwidth
of center frequency and minimizes the sum of estimated
bandwidth of each mode and the sum of each is equal to the
observed data; moreover, it is robust to noisy data.

VMD is developed to decompose nonlinear and non-
stationary data and has, increasingly, attracted research
attention in many fields. For instance, Lahmiri [37]
employed VMD as a data preprocessing tool to predict
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intraday stock prices at different frequencies. *e study
revealed that the VMD combined with other models forecast
stock better than single models.

Aneesh et al. [38] studied performance analysis of VMD
over empirical wavelet transform (EWT) using six different
categories of power for recognition of power quality dis-
turbances. *e report on the identification indicated that
VMD was superior to EWT in terms of the trait extraction
process and identification accuracy. Seo et al. [39] employed
VMD to model daily rainfall-runoff, and they reported that
VMD models were robust regarding efficiency and
effectiveness.

Niu et al. [40] used VMD-LSTM to forecast the stock
price index. VMD was proposed to decompose the actual
series of stock price into different number of modes, and the
result was compared to EMD-based hybrid models. *ey
reported that the VMD-LSTM model improves the fore-
casting of the stock price index. *e combined model
outperforms the single models, and predicting precision of
VMD-based models was better than the EMD-based models
using complexity-invariant distance (CID) as a statistical
measure in rating the predictability of the models.

Zhu et al. [5] analyzed the price series and volatility of
natural rubber’s market using VMD as data preprocessing to
decompose the rubber futures series from Shanghai Future
Exchange into different modes. A hybrid VMD-BiGRU
model was formulated to forecast the short-term rubber
futures on the Shanghai Future Exchange. *e empirical
results revealed that the VMD approach emerged as a robust
technique for analyzing natural rubber’s market and can
detect the hidden factors associated with rubber market
price fluctuations. Similarly, Huang andDeng [41] employed
VMD to predict the crude oil prices series. VMD was
combined with long short-term memory (LSTM) and
moving window to form a hybrid model, VMD-LSTM-MW,
to forecast monthly and daily crude oil price. *ey reported
that the VMD-LSTM-MW model was superior to a single-
energy based (SE). Jianwei et al. [42] predicted the move-
ment of gold price futures fluctuations by utilizing VMD
technique to decompose the original gold price series into
different modes. A hybrid model was formulated based on
independent component analysis (ICA) and gate recurrent
unit neural network (GRUNN) approach, called VMD-ICA-
GRUNN. *e empirical results indicate that the combined
method, VMD-ICA-GRUNN, predicts gold price accurately
as compared to single benchmark models, such ARIMA,
radial basis function neural network (RBFNN), long short-
term memory neural network (LSTM), GRUNN, and ICA-
LSTM. He et al. [43] proposed forecasting models, combined
with VMD quantile regression neural network (QRNN), to
predict three crude oil markets, the West Taxes Intermediate
(WTI), the Brent, and the OPEC markets, and reported that
the proposed hybridization approach to forecast oil price
volatility market accurately and increasing forecasting
ability of QRNN.

It is clear evidence that EMD and VMD framework have
been used recently as data processing in predicting com-
moditymarket prices. However, none of the studies analyzed
the underlying components that drive commodity futures

prices, and as a result, this current study proposes two
decompositions, EMD and VMD techniques, as a data
pretreatment method to identify the underlying factors that
causes fluctuations in crude oil, corn, and gold markets. *is
paper introduces a new signal decomposition technique,
VMD and EMD, to decompose crude oil, corn, and gold
prices series into several modes and use statistical measures,
hierarchical clustering method and Euclidean distance ap-
proach, to group the IMFs and the modes into high fre-
quency, low frequency, and trend. *e contribution of each
component to the volatility of three commodity markets is
analyzed. *e contribution of each IMF or mode to the total
variance of the volatility of crude oil, corn, and gold markets
price fluctuations can be established using the Pearson
product-moment correlation coefficient, Kendall rank cor-
relation, and Spearman rank correlation coefficient.

3. Data and Descriptive Statistics

*is part of the study presents the data selection, descriptive
statistics of the data, data pretreatment, and experimental
procedure. As mentioned in the Section 1, to analyze the
drivers of commodity futures prices, this study chose three
commodities’ prices across the stock market, namely, corn
from agricultural products, crude oil from energy, and gold
from industrial metal, to conduct this empirical research.
Table 1 shows the descriptive statistics of the three com-
modities, and Figures 1–3 represents the time series plots of
corn, crude oil, and gold, respectively.

Daily closing spot market prices from Bloomberg
Commodities Index were used in this empirical exercise.
Bloomberg Commodities Index, which is considered the
standard price for global commodity markets, was used to
analyze futures prices of crude oil, corn, and gold in this
experiment. We used 1277 observations for the price series
of each commodity from May 2016 to April 2021. *e data
were obtained from http://www.bloomberg.com.

*e corn and gold had positive skewness. *is suggests
the distribution of the two commodities spot market prices
has a right tail. *e crude oil had negative skewness, which
indicates that the spot prices of crude oil have a left tail, as
shown in Table 1.*e results are confirmed by the minimum
and the maximum and the time series plots of the com-
modity futures prices in Figures 1–3. Kurtosis of 11.98, 4.05,
and 2.59, respectively, indicate that the distribution of daily
spot market prices was leptokurtic. *e high Jarque–Bera
test statistics suggest that the commodity futures prices did
not follow a normal distribution. *ese confirmed the
nonnormality and positive skewness of corn and gold and
negative skewness of crude oil daily spot market prices of
commodity futures prices as revealed by time series plots in
Figures 1–3, respectively.

4. Methods

4.1. Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD) Algorithm.
*e empirical mode decomposition technique was intro-
duced by Huang et al. [17] as a nonlinear and nonstationary
historical dataset pretreatment tool. It is a robust and
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systematic decomposition technique used in analyzing
nonlinear and nonstationary time series.*e EMD addresses
full frequency content that cannot be explained by a single
Hilbert transform. In analyzing commodity price series
within its time domain, some important features may not be
uncovered. EMD presumes that analyzing data in its bulk
state may have several hidden modes swinging

simultaneously. EMD, as a data processing tool, can bring
out inherent modes from the actual series, derived from the
distinct features of the actual data. EMD can present each
inherent mode as an intrinsic mode function (IMF).

We follow Zhu et al. [12] in presenting the EMD al-
gorithm. *e EMD approach is operated on the following
presumptions:

Table 1: Period, sample size, and descriptive statistics of the three commodities’ future price series of the three commodities.

Commodity Period Sample size Mean Std. dev. Skewedness Kurtosis Jarque–Bera Minimum Maximum
Corn 2016–2021 1277 3.80 0.58 2.69 11.98 5830.30 3.02 7.53
Crude oil 2014–2021 1277 52.80 10.62 −0.61 4.05 137.17 10.01 76.41
Gold 2016–2021 1277 1429 232.89 0.99 2.59 215.66 1128 2069
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Figure 1: Futures prices series of corn (May 2016–April 2021).
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Figure 2: Futures prices series of crude oil (May 2016–April 2021).
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(i) *ere must be at least one maximum and one
minimum in the actual signal

(ii) *ere must be characteristics’ time scale between
the extrema

(iii) If there is no extremum in the data but have an
inflexion point, then the data can be differentiated
once or several times to bring out the extrema

*e above assumptions make sure that there is harmony
in the IMF and approaching periodic function and put the
mean to zero. *e following parameters, amplitude, fre-
quency, and mean must be zero to certify that an IMF is a
harmonic function. In practice, the act of extracting the
IMFs from the data is called the “sifting” process. *e EMD
method can convert the time series data into a bounded and
compact figure of intrinsic functions (IMFs).

*e EMD process is as follows:

(a) All the maxima andminima of the commodity prices
series were identified and denoted by v(x)

(b) Next, we used cubic spline interpolation to produce
the upper and lower envelopes, emin(x) and emax(x)

(c) *e point-by-point mean represented by h(x) were
estimated from upper and lower envelopes using the
following formula:

h(x) �
emin(x) + emax(x)

2
. (1)

(d) *e mean was obtained from the series, v(x), and
defined the difference of v(x) and h(x) by d(x):

d(x) � v(x) − h(x). (2)

(e) We checked the characteristics of d(x)

(i) If d(x) is an IMF, we denoted d(x) as ith IMF
and replaced v(x) with residual:

r(x) � v(x) − d(x). (3)

*e ith IMF is denoted by ci (x), and ci (x) is
called its index

(ii) If d(t) was not IMF, it replaced v(x) with d(x)

(f ) We repeated Steps (a)–(e) till the residuals met some
stopping criteria. For details about stopping criteria,
see the work of Zhu et al. [12].

Hence, the commodity futures prices v(x) can be written
as the sum of IMFs and a residue, mathematically as follows:

v(x) � 
n

i�1
ci(x) + rn(x), (4)

where n is the number of IMFs, rn (x) is the final residue, and
ci (x) is the ith IMF.

In the extraction of IMFs, c1 is the first extracted
component and holds the IMF with the first-class scale of the
commodity price series. After the extraction, c1 is the residue
and identified as the element with a longer period variation;
thus, EMD filters and groups the IMFs into high-frequency
and low-frequency modes. Practically, the grouping of IMFs
is based on the algorithm called “fin-to-coarse reconstruc-
tion.” *is study uses the Euclidean distance and hierar-
chical clustering approaches to classify the IMFs into high
and low frequencies.

In general, EMD has the following advantages over other
decomposition methods:

(1) EMD can break down any sample size data into
simple independent intrinsic mode function

(2) It differs from the wavelet approach because the
decomposition depends on the distinct characteristic
time scale of the data and allows only extrema in the
sifting process; therefore, it is robust, highly efficient,
and distinct [44]
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Figure 3: Futures prices series of gold (May 2016–April 2021).
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(3) *e extracted IMFs through EMD have an instan-
taneous frequency based on deriving the phase
functions such that we can apply the Hilbert
transformation to the IMFs

4.2. Variational Mode Decomposition (VMD) Algorithm.
Empirical mode decomposition (EMD) has drawbacks, such
as mode mixing, noise sensitivity, and sampling. VMD is
more robust than EMD in terms of signal decomposition
[18]. To overcome the difficulties with EMD, attempts were
made at replacing local mean estimation and envelope in
EMD [45]. Synchro-squeezed transform (SST) [46], em-
pirical wavelet transforms (EWT) [47], and VMD are dif-
ferent classes of data-driven approaches that aim to extract
EMD-like decomposition. VMD is a nonrepeating signal
processingmethod; it is employed to disintegrate real-valued
signals into several independent number of band-limited
subsignals, called modes yk, with specific sparsity charac-
teristics. *e extracted modes can be reduced to one center
known as “pulsation” ωt, accompanied by the decomposi-
tion process. In estimating the bandwidth, we follow the
process below:

(1) Apply Hilbert transform to each extracted mode yk,
to calculate the center frequency spectrum

(2) *e calculated center frequency is mixed with the
exponential tuned to adjust the mode’s frequency
spectrum to baseband

(3) Estimate the bandwidth of each mode yk, by using
the H1 Gaussian smoothness of the demodulated
signal

Mathematically, a constrained variational problem is
formulated as follows:

Let v(t) be the actual signal of the series and yk be the kth
of the actual signal; then,

v(t) � 
m

k�1
yk. (5)

*e constrained variation can be minimized as follows:

Min yk , ωk  

m

k�1
zt δt|δ(t) +

j

λt
 ⊗yk(t) e

− jωkt

�������

�������

2

2

⎧⎨

⎩

⎫⎬

⎭,

(6)

where v(t) is the actual signal, yk is the kth element of the
actual signal, ωk is the center frequency of yk, δ (t) is Dirac
distribution, ⊗ is convolution operator, m is the number of
modes, and t is time script. Considering both penalty term
and Lagrangian multiplier, λ, the above constrain problem
can be changed to an unconstrained one as

L yk , ωk , λ(  � ∝ 
m

k�1
zt δ(t) +

1
πt

 ⊗yk(t) e
− jωkt

�������

�������

2

2
+ v(t) − 

m

k�1
yk(t)

���������

���������

2

2

+〈λ(t), v(t) − 
m

k�1
yk(t)〉, (7)

where ∝ is the constraint-stabilizing parameter of the data
and L is the augmented Lagrangian.

*e augmented Lagrangian L can be estimated in equation
(7), and it is the associatedminimax point in the iterative series.
Suboptimization of L and its minimax point can be obtained
using the alternate direction method of multipliers (ADMM).
*e ADMM optimization method presumes that updating the
actual signal, yk, and center frequency, ωk, in two different
directions help to achieve better VMD analysis results. See [18]
for a detailed algorithm of ADMM.

*e solution for yk and ωk is mathematically illustrated
as follows:

y
n+1
k �

f(ω) − i�k yi(ω) +(λ(ω)/2)

1 + 2∝ ω − ωk( 
2 ,

ωn+1
t �


∞
0 ω y

n+1
k (ω)



2
dω


∞
0 y

n+1
t (ω)



2
dω

,

(8)

where f(ω), yi(ω), λ(ω), and yn+1
k are the Fourier trans-

forms of v(t), yi(t), λ(t), andyn+1
k (t), respectively.

5. Empirical Results

*is section concentrates on the detailed description of the
empirical results and analysis of IMFs derived from EMD
and VMD, respectively.

One of the significant contributions of this study is
using two decomposition methods to establish the
components of commodity futures prices. We applied
EMD and VMD techniques to preprocess each sample
data to establish commodity futures price units. *e
observed data of each commodity futures prices is dis-
integrated into many IMFs and a residue, RES, using the
EMD approach. *e IMFs generated by EMD is fixed for
any sample data; thus, in the EMD technique, the de-
composition components for a given data cannot be
changed manually. *e EMD approach is illustrated in
Figure 4.

Unlike EMD, with the VMD technique, the number of
modes can be changed to suit the experimental needs. In this
research, many tests were carried out to select the optimal
number of decompositions for each price series. Figure 5
illustrates the VMD process.
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5.1. Decomposition Results and Analysis. *is section pres-
ents the decomposition results of corn, crude oil, and gold
using the EMD and VMD processes.

5.1.1. Decomposition Results of Corn. For corn futures using
the EMD method, the sifting processes automatically pro-
duced 7 IMFs and one residue, defined as IMF1, IMF2, . . .,
IMF7. Figure 6 illustrates all the IMFs and the residue of
corn futures. *e IMFs arranged itself automatically from
high frequency to low frequency, and the last one represents
the residue in each case. In other words, the IMFs were
arranged in order of magnitude. *ese decompositions
represent the price swinging known as a “trend” and market
fluctuations, caused by demand-supply and random events,
respectively.

Similarly, we applied the VMD technique to decompose
the corn price series into eight bind-limit signals, called
modes; the decomposition results are shown in Figure 7.*e
modes were arranged in order of amplitude, thus, the from
low-frequencymode to high-frequencymode.We compared
eight different decomposition modes, namely, M1, M2, . . .,
M8, respectively.

5.1.2. Statistics of IMF of Corn Derived through EMD
Method. *e IMFs were analyzed using the following
measures: the mean period of each extracted IMF, the
correlation between each IMF and the actual price, the

variance, and the variance percentage of each IMF. *e
statistical values of the IMFs and modes of the two de-
composition methods of the price data series are presented
in Tables 2 and 3, respectively.

*e mean period is obtained by dividing the overall
data points by the extrema for each decomposed IMF since
the frequency and the amplitude of an IMF keep on
changing as time goes by; hence, the periods are not static.
We used the three correlation coefficients, namely, the
Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient, Kendall
rank correlation coefficient, and the Spearman correlation
coefficient, to estimate the correlation between the IMFs
and the actual price. *e contribution of each IMF to the
total variance of the actual price can be explained by
summing up the variances and finding the percentage of the
variance since these IMFs do not become dependent on
each other. According to Peel et al. [48], the observed
variance, the variances of IMFs, and the residue may differ
when added up; this is a result of rounding-off during
calculations, the irregularity in the actual data series, and
the introduction of variance. It can be observed that there
are a positive 57.245% and a negative 28.157% differences,
as seen in Tables 2 and 4, respectively.

For the decomposition of corn futures prices’ series, the
original data series, the leading mode was not any IMF but
the residue with the mean period of 425.667 and contributed
more than 41% of the total variability of corn futures prices.
It had the highest correlation coefficient with the observed
price of 0.61478, 0.10777, and 0.16794, respectively, and is
known for the long-term deterministic trend [17]. *e next
significant mode was IMF7, which contributed more than
32% of the total variation of the corn futures prices, with a
correlation coefficient between the observed price of
0.54986, 0.36244, and 0.51175 for Pearson, Kendall, and
Spearman in that order.

*e combined variance of the residue and IMF7
accounted for more than 73% of the total variance of corn
future price volatility. *e third important mode was the
IMF6, with a correlation coefficient between the observed
price of 0.06365, 0.02319, and 0.03523 for Pearson,
Kendall, and Spearman, respectively, as shown in Table 2,
with a variance contribution of more than 18% of the
future price of corn. *e IMF5 accounted for 3.823% of
the variability of corn future price. *e IMF4 and IMF3
contributed 2.23% and 1.076% of the total variance of corn
future price, respectively. *e IMF1 and IMF2 accounted
for less than 1% of the variance of the corn future price
series.

5.1.3. Statistics of Mode of Corn Derived through VMD
Method. Similarly, the decomposition of corn future price
series data using VMD produced eight modes, as shown in
Figure 7. *e aggregate represents the signal of the observed
data. It can be deduced from Table 4 that the leadingmode of
the actual price was M2, which contributed 50.56% overall
variance of corn future price. Next was M1, with a mean
period of 13.165, which accounted for more than 40% of the
net variability of the actual price data. Besides M1 and M2,
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Figure 4: EMD decomposition process.
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M3, with amean period of 38.697, contributedmore than 5%
of the variability of corn future price. For M4, M5, M6, M7,
and M8, the values of correlation coefficients were very low.
*ese modes (M4–M8) contributed 1.765%, 0.436%,
0.286%, 0.187%, and 0.066%, respectively, of the variability
of the observed data.

5.1.4. Constitution of Corn Futures Prices. In addition,
following Zhu et al. [12], we used Euclidean distance be-
tween pairs of any two IMFs or modes or between an IMF or
mode and the residue and hierarchical clustering approach
to group the IMFs and the modes into three components.
*e clustering results are presented in Figure 8. An IMF was
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classified as a high-frequency component when the Eu-
clidean distance was less than 10. An IMF was categorized as
a low-frequency component when the Euclidean distance
was between 10 and 20.*e Euclidean distance of more than
20 was considered a trend component. Table 3 and Figure9
presented the three components and their statistical mea-
sures as derived from EMD.

Following the above definition, IMF1, IMF2, IMF3,
IMF6, and IMF7 formed the high-frequency components of
EMD decomposition, while IMF4 and IMF5 correspond to
the low-frequency part of the corn futures price series. Each
component has a unique feature and economic

interpretation—the low-frequency and the high-frequency
components represent special events and short-term market
price fluctuations, respectively. *e residue changes grad-
ually around the long-termmean, as mentioned in Section 2,
and corresponds to the long-term corn futures price trend.

For VMD, unlike EMD, the decompositions are
arranged from the low-frequency mode to high-frequency
mode. M6–M8, with a short amplitude, represents the high-
frequency component of corn price series and accounts for
short-termmarket fluctuations. M2–M5 constitutes the low-
frequency part of corn future price from May 4, 2016, to
April 30, 2021, and represents the special events under study,

Table 2: Measures of IMFs and residue obtained through EMD of daily price series of corn (May 2016–April 2021): correlation is significant
at the level of 0.05 (2-tailed).

Mean
period

Pearson
correlation

Kendall
correlation

Spearman
correlation Variance Variance as of

observed (%)
Variance as % of

 IMFs + residual (%)
Observed
series 2.02377 0.33526

IMF1 1.65415 0.03033 0.05804 0.08160 0.00103 0.30722 0.19538
IMF2 3.85801 0.01557 0.05546 0.08244 0.00132 0.39372 0.25039
IMF3 8.03145 0.18821 0.08422 0.11590 0.00567 1.69122 1.07553
IMF4 17.98592 0.13127 0.16079 0.22557 0.01488 4.43835 2.82257
IMF5 38.69697 0.10200 0.19915 0.28984 0.01821 5.43161 3.45423
IMF6 116.09091 0.06365 0.02319 0.03523 0.09837 29.34141 18.65966
IMF7 212.83333 0.54986 0.36244 0.51175 0.16983 50.65621 32.21480
Residue 425.66667 0.61478 0.10777 0.16794 0.21787 64.98538 41.32744
Sum 157.245 100

Table 3: Correlation and variance of components obtained from the IMFs of EMD for daily price series of corn (May 2016–April 2021):
correlation is significant at the level of 0.05 (2-tailed).

Mean
period

Pearson
correlation

Kendall
correlation

Spearman
correlation Variance Variance as of

observed (%)
Variance as % of

 IMFs + residual (%)
Observed
series 2.02377 0.33526

High
frequency 55.52174 0.56739 0.39879 0.54449 0.21369 63.73859 45.58662

Low
frequency 32.74359 0.15351 0.26932 0.37196 0.03763 11.22412 8.02763

Trend 425.66667 0.61478 0.10777 0.16794 0.21787 64.98538 46.47834
Sum 139.94809 100

Table 4: Correlation and variance of components obtained from modes of VMD for daily price series of corn (May 2016–April 2021):
correlation is significant at the level of 0.05 (2-tailed).

Mean
period

Pearson
correlation

Kendall
correlation

Spearman
correlation Variance Variance as of

observed (%)
Variance as % of

 IMFs + residual (%)
Observed
series 2.02377 0.33526

M1 13.16495 0.7698 0.34161 0.44076 0.09867 29.43089 40.96571
M2 51.08000 0.81506 0.56521 0.72165 0.12177 36.32106 50.55634
M3 38.69697 0.27415 0.25665 0.33405 0.01382 4.12217 5.73777
M4 22.40351 0.17083 0.14986 0.20856 0.00425 1.26767 1.76451
M5 10.91453 0.09350 0.08122 0.11630 0.00105 0.31319 0.43594
M6 7.38150 0.07210 0.07910 0.11401 0.00069 0.20581 0.28647
M7 4.72963 0.05670 0.06294 0.08949 0.00045 0.13422 0.18683
M8 2.63299 0.03922 0.04783 0.06865 0.00016 0.04772 0.06643
Sum 71.843 100
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while M1 represents the long-term trend of the corn future
price. A plot of the extracted components and their statistical
measures through VMD are presented in Figure 10 and
Table 5. *e classification of the modes using Euclidean
distance is presented in Figure 11.

5.1.5. Trend of Corn Futures Prices. Trend accounted for
46.478% and 39.527% of the total variability of corn future
price in terms of EMD and VMD, respectively. It had the
highest correlation coefficient with the observed price of
0.244, 0.306, and 0.410 and 0.703, 0.616, and 0.819 in terms
of Pearson, Kendall, and Spearman, respectively, for EMD
and VMD.*is indicates that trend is an inevitable factor in
determining corn future price eventually, as shown in Ta-
bles 3 and 5. *e persisting increase in the price of corn is
due to worldwide economic evolution; therefore, by com-
paring the trend with the actual series of corn, it can be
deduced that, occasionally, corn future price fluctuates due
to unpredictable special events, such pest invasion, adverse
weather conditions, and diseases, but reverse to the trend
after the factor that triggered the event is controlled.

5.1.6. Effects of Special Events on Corn Price. *e IMF6 and
M2 from EMD and VMD represent the low-frequency

components of corn futures prices, respectively, as shown
in Figures 8 and 11. It can be seen from Figures 6 and 7
that the low frequencies are nonlinear and long-term
trend.*e low frequency contributed 8.028% and 59.893%
of the total variance of corn futures prices in terms of
EMD and VMD, respectively, as presented in Tables 3 and
5. *ese low frequencies correspond to significant events,
such as bad weather, diseases, and pest invasion, which
have significant impact on corn price. Based on the mean
period of these modes, the shortest impact period is more
than one month for the case of EMD and more than 2
months for VMD. It implies that it takes the market some
time to eradicate these special events, and the duration
may last for a while, looking at the mean period of these
special events.

Furthermore, the amplitudes of some of the data points
were more than $5, which suggests that some special events
have a severe consequence on corn futuresmarket prices. Large
price fluctuations in corn futures occur in the medium term,
due to such significant events. *e normal market fluctuation
takes place at a high frequency, and the trend changes grad-
ually. We can measure the effectiveness of every significant
event as low frequency and separate from the main price;
hence, these results can be used in predicting any significant
impact from the upcoming event of the same nature.

Table 5: Correlation and variance of components obtained from modes of VMD for daily price series of corn (May 2016–April 2021):
correlation is significant at the level of 0.05 (2-tailed).

Mean
period

Pearson
correlation

Kendall
correlation

Spearman
correlation Variance Variance as of

observed (%)
Variance as % of

Ms+ residual (%)
Observed
series 2.02377 0.33526

High
frequency 4.76493 0.09428 0.10471 0.15044 0.00145 0.43250 0.58086

Low
frequency 63.85000 0.85557 0.66760 0.78770 0.14951 44.5952 59.89264

Trend 13.16495 0.76976 0.34161 0.44076 0.09867 29.43089 39.52650
Sum 74.45863 100.000
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5.1.7. Effects of Ordinary Market Disequilibrium on Corn
Price. Apart from the trend and the effect of significant
events, corn futures prices are also affected by speculation.
High frequency occurs as a result of random events, such as
speculations within commodity market, financial policies,
trade wars, and great events, such as outbreak of pandemic.
*e effect of these speculations can be classified as high
frequency and accounted for more than 45.587% and
0.581% of the total variance of corn price in terms of EMD
and VMD, respectively. *e effects of ordinary market
speculation are sometimes called “market disequilibrium”
and consist of events with short-term impact on corn
futures prices. *e word, short term, is used to describe
these effects since the data used in this research is daily. *e
disequilibrium of supply-demand as a normal market
fluctuation has a serious impact on corn price as when these
events persistently occur, they become one of the main
drivers for pushing corn prices up. We can ignore the
normal market fluctuations in the long-term trend fore-
casting; however, they are very crucial for short prediction.
*us, $386.75/ton of corn in April 2021 can be explicitly
explained as a $106.81 trend price, $242.56 special event
price, and an ordinary market fluctuation price of $37.38
through the VMD method.

5.1.8. Crude Oil Decomposition Results. Similarly, the price
series of crude oil was decomposed using EMD and VMD
methods, and the decomposition curves are shown in Fig-
ures 12 and 13, respectively. *e EMD method decomposed
the crude oil data into eight IMFs, called IMF1–IMF8, and
one residue, defined as RES, as shown in Figure 12. *e
VMD approach produced eight modes, and the decompo-
sition result is illustrated in Figure 13.

5.1.9. Statistics of IMF of Crude Oil Derived through EMD
Method. In analyzing the IMFs derived from EMD of
crude oil price series, we again followed Zhang et al. [32]
by using the same parameters as that of corn to estimate
each IMF contribution to the variability of crude oil price
series. *e mode which accounted most for the variance of
the observed data was IMF8. It contributed more than 37%
of the total variability with the mean period of 319.250 and
the correlation coefficients between the observed data was
0.615, 0.426, and 0.604 in terms of Pearson, Kendall, and
Spearman, respectively, as shown in Table 6. *e IMF7
contributed more than 32% of the observed data’s vari-
ability, and the correlation coefficients between the ob-
served data was 0.498, 0.315, and 0.471 for Pearson,
Kendall, and Spearman. *e two most important
IMFs—IMF8 and IMF7—contributed more than 69% of
the crude oil price variance. *e IMF5 and IMF6
accounted for 6.079% and 8.647% of the variance of crude
oil price series, respectively. *e remaining IMFs did not
contribute much to the original price series variance,
indicating that the effect of these IMFs on the crude oil
price is minimal.

5.1.10. Statistics of Mode of Crude Oil Derived through VMD
Method. Once more, we based our analysis of the modes
derived from VMD on the following parameters: a mean
period of eachmode, the correlation between eachmode and
the observed data, the variance, and the variance percentage
of each mode. Table7 presents the statistics of the modes
produced by the VMD method.

*eM1 emerged as the dominant mode, with correlation
coefficients of 0.731, 0.607, and 0.778 between the mode and
the observed data regarding the Pearson, Kendall, and
Spearman correlation coefficients, and contributed more
than 42% of the entire variance of the actual prices data. *e
M1 also exhibits a long cycle and continuously increased the
trend, and the observed price series also followed the same
pattern. *e next important mode was M2 which caused
more than 39% of the crude oil price volatility. *e com-
bined impact ofM1 andM2 constituted 81.44% of the overall
variance of the crude oil price series. *e M3 and M4
contributed 15.42% and 1.72%, respectively, of the variance
of crude oil price. On the contrary, the M5–M8 exhibited
small correlation coefficients with the actual data and
accounted for less than 2% of the net variability of crude oil
price, suggesting that their impact on the futures prices of
crude oil is insignificant.

5.1.11. Constitution of Crude Oil Price Series. Similarly, we
grouped the IMFs of crude oil price series into their re-
spective components using hierarchical clustering and the
Euclidean distance techniques. *e IMF1–IMF4 were clas-
sified as a high-frequency component of EMD decompo-
sition, while IMF5–IMF8 represented the low-frequency
component of the crude oil price, as shown in Figure 14.
*ese components have unique features and economic
meaning—the residue with long-term mean is classified as
the trend component of crude oil futures prices, while the
low-frequency part represents the effect of significant events.
*e high-frequency component is identified by its short
amplitudes and constitutes shocks caused by short-lived
market fluctuations.

For the VMD approach, M4–M8 form the high-fre-
quency part of the oil price series and constitute short-term
market fluctuations. *e M2 and M3 correspond to the
low-frequency component of the oil series from 2016 to
2021, representing the significant events of the period
under consideration. *e M1 represents the long-term
trend of the crude oil futures prices, as shown in Table 8 and
Figure 15.

5.1.12. �e Trend of Crude Oil Futures Prices. *e second
deterministic factor of crude oil prices is the trend; it
accounted for more than 10% of the variability of crude oil
future price volatility through EMD, as shown in Table 9.
*is was confirmed by the VMD process, and the trend was
still the second determinant of the crude oil price fluctua-
tions, contributed more than 27% of the total variability of
crude oil futures, and holds a correlation coefficient of 0.731,
0.607, and 0.778 between the original price series for
Pearson, Kendall, and Spearman, suggesting that the trend
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Figure 12: Empirical mode decomposition curves of daily crude oil price series (May 2016–April 2021).
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cannot be downplayed in discovering prices of crude oil in
the long run, as presented in Table 8. Indeed, the continuing
rise in the price of crude oil is in line with worldwide
economic growth, and by comparing the trend with the

original price series, we can deduce that crude oil prices
could fluctuate due to momentous events. *e price,
however, reverts to trend after the effect of the special event
is ended.

Table 6: Measures of IMFs and residue derived through EMD for Bloomberg daily price series of crude oil (May 2016–April 2021):
correlation is significant at the level of 0.05 (2-tailed).

Mean
period

Pearson
correlation

Kendall
correlation

Spearman
correlation Variance Variance as of

observed (%)
Variance as % of

IMFs + residual (%)
Observed
series 2.00786 113.1117

IMF1 1.60025 0.12294 0.03922 0.05714 0.94290 0.83360 0.89788
IMF2 3.50824 0.04399 0.02738 0.03939 0.78348 0.69266 0.74607
IMF3 7.73939 0.05329 0.04523 0.06311 1.45815 1.28912 1.38853
IMF4 17.98592 0.16402 0.07260 0.10231 2.62998 2.32512 2.50442
IMF5 37.55882 0.34412 0.15764 0.22653 6.38402 5.64400 6.07923
IMF6 70.94444 0.31680 0.17563 0.26406 9.08070 8.02808 8.64716
IMF7 182.42857 0.49828 0.31549 0.47116 33.62158 29.72423 32.01638
IMF8 319.25000 0.61497 0.42600 0.60394 39.58971 35.00054 37.69957
Residue 0.48211 0.46130 0.61337 10.52316 9.30333 10.02075
Sum 92.84068 100.00

Table 7: Measures of modes and residue obtained through VMD for Bloomberg daily price series of crude oil (May 2016–April 2021):
correlation is significant at the level of 0.05 (2-tailed).

Mean
period

Pearson
correlation

Kendall
correlation

Spearman
correlation Variance Variance as of

observed (%)
Variance as % of
 IMFs + residual

Observed
series 2.008 113.1117

M1 21.283 0.731 0.607 0.778 34.704 30.68 42.03
M2 49.115 0.746 0.547 0.745 32.542 28.77 39.41
M3 55.523 0.447 0.226 0.299 12.728 11.25 15.42
M4 21.644 0.184 0.118 0.174 1.417 1.25 1.72
M5 13.302 0.129 0.066 0.097 0.733 0.65 0.89
M6 5.940 0.069 0.042 0.061 0.190 0.17 0.23
M7 3.835 0.057 0.035 0.051 0.157 0.14 0.19
M8 2.484 0.049 0.029 0.041 0.096 0.08 0.12
Sum 72.99 100
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Figure 14: Hierarchical clustering diagram obtained for the IMFs and residue through EMD decomposition.
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5.1.13. Effects of Special Events on Crude Oil Price.
Besides the trend, special events are the major contributor of
the crude oil price fluctuations. *e IMF5–IMF8 and M2
and M3 represent the low-frequency components of de-
composition of futures prices of crude oil by EMD and
VMD. From EMD, the special events contributed more than
83% and hold a high correlation coefficient of 0.929, 0.765,
and 0.928 between the original price series in terms of
Pearson, Kendall, and Spearman, respectively. *e low
frequency accounted for more than 67% through VMD of
the variance of crude oil price, indicating that the special

events were themajor component of the wide price swings of
crude oil. Interestingly, both EMD and VMD have the same
mean period of 55.522 of the low-frequency components,
respectively, as presented in Tables 7 and 9, indicate that the
period of special events may persist for a more extended
period. Examining the mean period of the IMFs and the
modes, it takes an average of almost two months for the
market to adjust itself to these special events.

Furthermore, the amplitude of some data points could
reach a high level of $15, indicating that some special events
have a remarkable effect on crude oil price determination.

Table 8: Correlation and variance of components for Bloomberg daily data of crude oil (May 2016–April 2021) derived through VMD:
Correlation is significant at 0.05 level (2-tailed).

Mean
period

Pearson
correlation

Kendall
correlation

Spearman
correlation Variance Variance as of

observed (%)
Variance as % of
Ms+ residual

Observed
series 113.1117

High
frequency 6.353 0.203 0.086 0.117 5.802 5.129 4.608

Low
frequency 55.522 0.929 0.765 0.928 85.413 75.512 67.832

Trend 21.283 0.731 0.607 0.778 34.704 30.681 27.561
Sum 111.322 100
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Figure 15: Hierarchical clustering diagram obtained from the modes through VMD decomposition.

Table 9: Correlation and variance of components obtained from IMFs of EMD for daily price series of crude oil: correlation is significant at
0.05 level (2-tailed).

Mean
period

Pearson
correlation

Kendall
correlation

Spearman
correlation Variance Variance as of

observed (%)
Variance as % of

 IMFs + residual (%)
Observed
series 2.00786 113.1117

High
frequency 6.35323 0.20288 0.08595 0.11719 5.80187 5.12933 5.70277

Low
frequency 55.52174 0.92868 0.76549 0.92792 85.41266 75.51178 83.95380

Trend 1277.00000 0.4821122 0.46130 0.61337 10.52316 9.30333 10.34342
Sum 89.94444 100
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*emedium-term crude oil price fluctuation occurs through
special events due to the gradual changes in trend and
ordinary market fluctuation that take place at a high fre-
quency. In forecasting, we can estimate every special event,
and the results can be used to predict incoming special
events of the same nature by isolating special events from the
overall price series. Our study conformed to a similar in-
vestigation conducted by Zhang et al. [32] on crude oil price
analysis using EMD and EEMD methods.

5.1.14. Effects of Ordinary Market Disequilibrium on Crude
Oil Price. In addition to special events and trends, crude oil
prices are also affected by the political situation, atmospheric
conditions, inventory exhaustion, and strike actions. *e
combined effects of these factors constitute the high-fre-
quency component of the crude oil futures price series since
their effects are often short.*e effect of the ordinary market
disequilibrium on the crude oil price is not serious because it
takes place at high frequency; thus, considering the am-
plitudes of the IMFs and modes, their duration is very short.
We regarded this element as the consequences of ordinary
market disequilibrium and considered it a set of events with
near term influence on the crude oil price; we used, short-
term or near term, to describe these effects because the data
used in this research is daily. *e disequilibrium of supply-
demand from ordinary market fluctuation has no serious
effect on the crude oil price. *ese events have frequently
occurred and have become one of themajor drivers that raise
crude oil prices. *e ordinary market fluctuations, thus, can
be eliminated from the overall series in long-term trend
forecasting but they are very crucial for near term prediction;
for instance, through the VMD technique, the price of $64.81
per barrel in April 2021 can be explicitly explained as a trend
price of $17.86, a special event price of $43.96, and an or-
dinary market fluctuation of $2.99. *e three components
derived from EMD and VMD methods are presented in
Figures 16 and 17, respectively.

5.1.15. Decomposition Results of Gold through EMD and
VMD Methods. Likewise, the EMD and VMD techniques
were used to break up gold price data into their respective
IMFs and modes in this section. *e decomposition curves
obtained are illustrated in Figures 18 and 19, respectively.
*e EMDmethod generated eight decomposed IMFs of gold
futures price series, defined as IMF1, IMF2, . . ., IMF8, and
one residue, as shown in Figure 18, while the VMD approach
decomposed the gold series into eight modes. *e decom-
position result is presented in Figure 19.

5.1.16. Statistics of IMF of Gold Derived through EMD.
*e residue contributed most to the overall variability of the
price series of gold and accounted for over 34% of the net
variance. *e correlation coefficients between the residue
and the actual price of gold were 0.962, 0.559, and 0.743 in
terms of Pearson, Kendall, and Spearman, respectively, as
indicated in Table 10. *e next significant contributor was
IMF7 and accounted for more than 27% of the observed data

variance. *e IMF8 contributed more than 13% of the
variance of the observed data with correlation coefficients of
0.285, 0.186, and 0.259 for Pearson, Kendall, and Spearman,
in that order. *e IMF5, IMF6, and IMF4 accounted for
more than 11%, 5%, and 4%, respectively, of the total
variance of gold price series. *ese IMFs, IMF4, IMF5,
IMF6, IMF7, and IMF8, and residue contributed more than
96% of the overall variance of the gold futures series.*e rest
of the IMFs did not contribute much to the total variance of
the gold price series, suggesting that the influence of these
IMFs on gold price is insignificant.

5.1.17. Statistics of Mode of Gold through VMD.
Similarly, the VMD method decomposed the price series of
gold into eight modes, M1, M2, . . ., M8, as shown in Fig-
ure 19. *e dominant mode was M1, which contributed
more than 93% of the total variability of the gold price
volatility, with correlation coefficients between the gold price
series and the modes of 0.966, 0.731, and 0.902 in terms of
Pearson, Kendall, and Spearman, respectively, as presented
in Table 11.*e next significant contributor to the variability
in the gold price was M2, which accounted for 5.420% of the
total variance of the gold futures price series. *e correlation
coefficients between the observed data and M2 were 0.417,
0.327, and 0.427 for Pearson, Kendall, and Spearman, re-
spectively.*eM1 and theM2were considered the twomost
significant modes, which contributed over 98% of the entire
variability of the volatility of the gold futures series. *e
contribution of the remaining modes, M3–M8, was less than
2% of the gold price variance. *ese modes also showed low
correlations’ coefficients with the price series of gold, sug-
gesting that their impact on gold price determination is
insignificant.

5.1.18. Constitution of Gold Price Series. In this section, we
discuss the composition of the gold price in terms of the
IMFs and modes’ contributions separately. Using the hi-
erarchical clustering and the Euclidean distance between
pairs of any two IMFs or modes, the IMFs and the modes
were categorized as low frequency, high frequency, and
trend. *e IMF1–IMF6 formed the high-frequency com-
ponents of EMD, while IMF7-IMF8 were grouped as the
low-frequency components of the gold price series, as shown
in Figure 20. *ese two grouped IMFs and the residue have
economic interpretations and provide vital information on
gold futures prices. *e gradual change of the mean of the
residue corresponds to the long-lasting trend of the gold
price. *e low-frequency component is classified as special
events. *e effects of short-lived market fluctuations are
represented by the high-frequency parts, which can be
identified by their shorter amplitudes, as represented in
Table 12 and Figure 18.

For VMD, M3–M8 correspond to the high-frequency
components of the gold price series and constitute the short-
term effects of normal market fluctuations. M2 represents
the low-frequency part of gold futures prices fromMay 2016
to April 2021 and shows the significant events under study.
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*e long-term trend of the gold futures prices corresponds
to M1, as illustrated in Table 13 and Figure 21.

5.1.19. �e Trend of Gold Price Series. Trend contributed
more than 91% and 93% of the total gold price series
variance in EMD and VMD, respectively. It holds the
highest correlation coefficient with the observed data, in-
dicating that it is the main force behind the long-term
fluctuations of the gold price, as shown in Tables 12 and 13.
By comparing the trend with the price series of gold, it
demonstrates that, although, gold prices can fluctuate due
to special events, but they come back to the trend after the
special event is over. Figures 22 and 23 represent the three

components of gold futures prices through EMD and
VMD, respectively.

5.1.20. Effects of Special Events. *e IMF7-IMF8 and M2
represent the low-frequency components of decomposition of
futures prices of gold by EMD and VMD, respectively. Low
frequency contributed more than 7% and 5% of the total
variance of the price series of gold for EMD and VMD, while
the low frequency constitutes the shock caused by special
events of gold price. Based on the average period of the IMFs
that constituted the low frequencies, the duration of the
shocks takes a minimum of two months for EMD and a
minimum of one month and two weeks for VMD; this means
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Figure 16: *e three components derive from the Bloomberg daily data (May 2016–April 2021) through EMD.
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that it is difficult for the market to adjust itself to the effects of
these special events. *e time frame of the effects of special
events was longer, which suggests that most special events
have a serious impact on the gold price; hence, intermittent
fluctuations in gold prices arise through special events.

5.1.21. Effects of Ordinary Market Disequilibrium. Apart
from special events and trends, the price of gold is also

influenced by political situations, bad weather conditions,
industrial action, and inventory depletion. *e combined
effects of these conditions are classified as high frequency.
*e effect has a short-term impact on gold price because the
time frames of some of these conditions are very short,
which suggest that the market disequilibrium has no serious
impact on the price of gold. *e disequilibrium of supply-
demand as a normal market fluctuation, thus, has no serious
impact on the gold price. On the one hand, if these events are

Table 10: Measures of IMFs and residue derived through EMD for Bloomberg daily price series of gold (May 2016–April 2021): correlation
is significant at the level of 0.05 (2-tailed).

Mean
period

Pearson
correlation

Kendall
correlation

Spearman
correlation Variance Variance as of

observed (%)
Variance as % of
IMFs + residual

Observed 1.912 54236.22
IMF1 1.561 0.032 0.035 0.048 52.556 0.097 0.792
IMF2 3.966 0.070 0.041 0.060 108.516 0.200 1.636
IMF3 8.513 0.057 0.052 0.072 101.769 0.188 1.534
IMF4 19.060 0.158 0.125 0.173 267.592 0.493 4.034
IMF5 47.296 0.092 0.127 0.182 736.343 1.358 11.101
IMF6 79.813 −0.030 0.087 0.113 387.337 0.714 5.834
IMF7 182.429 0.249 0.239 0.310 1794.455 3.309 27.053
IMF8 212.833 0.285 0.186 0.259 876.000 1.615 13.206
Residue 319.250 0.962 0.559 0.743 2308.628 4.257 34.804
Sum 12.231 100.00

Table 11: Measures of modes and residue derived through VMD for Bloomberg daily price series of gold (May 2016–April 2019): correlation
is significant at the level of 0.05 (2-tailed).

Mean
period

Pearson
correlation

Kendall
correlation

Spearman
correlation Variance Variance as of

observed (%)
Variance as % of
 IMFs + residual

Observed 1.912 54236.22
M1 18.779 0.966 0.731 0.902 45806.270 84.457 93.458
M2 44.034 0.417 0.327 0.427 2656.298 4.898 5.420
M3 29.698 0.142 0.123 0.152 322.526 0.595 0.658
M4 15.202 0.075 0.080 0.113 122.172 0.225 0.249
M5 8.457 0.059 0.038 0.054 43.413 0.080 0.089
M6 5.626 0.047 0.040 0.051 37.134 0.068 0.076
M7 3.917 0.029 0.025 0.033 15.249 0.028 0.031
M8 2.929 0.024 0.021 0.029 9.602 0.018 0.020
Sum 92.196 100.00
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Figure 20: Hierarchical clustering diagram obtained for the IMFs and residue of gold through EMD.
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not checked for a long period, they become one of the major
drivers for increasing gold prices. In long-range trend
forecasting, the ordinary market fluctuations can be set
aside, but crucial for short period prediction.

In a nutshell, gold price composes of the trend (which
contributes most of gold price variations in the long
period), the special events (which were the leading causes

of sporadic price increases of gold in the medium term),
and the ordinary market fluxes (with short-lived effects on
the gold price). Using the VMD approach, the price of
$1254.23 per ounce during April 2021 can be analyzed as a
trend price of $1169.81, a special event price of $67.84, and
a normal market fluctuation $16.58, as shown in
Figure 23.

Table 12: Correlation and variance of components for Bloomberg daily data of gold from May 2016–April 2021 derived through EMD:
correlation is significant at 0.05 level (2-tailed).

Mean
period

Pearson
correlation

Kendall
correlation

Spearman
correlation Variance Variance as of

observed (%)
Variance as % of
 IMFs + residual

Observed 1.912 54236.22
High
frequency 4.080 0.095 0.064 0.089 264.376 0.487 0.520

Low
frequency 67.211 0.375 0.334 0.423 3913.372 7.215 7.690

Trend 319.250 0.962 0.559 0.743 46709.450 86.122 91.790
Sum 93.824 100

Table 13: Correlation and variance of constituents for daily series of gold (May 2016–April 2021) derived through VMD: correlation is
significant at 0.05 level (2-tailed).

Mean
period

Pearson
correlation

Kendall
correlation

Spearman
correlation Variance Variance as of

observed (%)
Variance as % of
Ms+ residual

Observed 1.912 54236.22
High
frequency 5.149 0.161 0.165 0.217 649.378 1.197 1.322

Low
frequency 44.034 0.417 0.327 0.427 2656.298 4.898 5.409

Trend 18.779 0.966 0.731 0.902 45806.270 84.457 93.269
Sum 90.552 100.00
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Figure 21: Hierarchical clustering diagram obtained for the modes and residue through VMD.
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6. Conclusion

Anewmodel is proposed to study the underlying factors that
causes crude oil, corn, and gold markets price fluctuations
based on EMD and VMD techniques. EMD and VMD
methods are used to decompose daily closing prices of corn,
crude, and gold obtained from Bloomberg Commodity
Index from May 2016 to April 2021 into their respective
IMFs or modes and a residue to determine the components
that derived commodity futures market prices.

Using the Pearson product-moment correlation coeffi-
cient, Kendall rank correlation, and Spearman rank corre-
lation as statistical measures enabled us to evaluate each
IMF’s effects or mode on the commodity futures prices.

Subsequently, we used hierarchical clustering and the Eu-
clidean distance approach to classify the IMFs, residue, and
modes into high frequency, low frequency, and trend
components, with the trend and low-frequency components
being the main drivers of commodity futures prices. *e
three commodities’ prices could be analyzed as a combi-
nation of long-term trend, special events, and near term
fluctuations resulting from usual market activities, such as
imbalance of supply-demand. In general, the three com-
modities prices are driven by trends and special events. *e
effects from the trend deviates gradually and changes around
the long-term mean. *e unpredictable special events are
responsible for irregular commodity price movements, and
the effect could last for several years; this shows that the
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Figure 22: *e three components of the Bloomberg daily data (May 2016–April 2021) through EMD.
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short-term commodity price changes are mainly triggered
by normal market activities, and the effects have a very short
duration; hence, their impact on commodity price is not
serious.

Essentially, in using the decomposition approach in
analyzing components of commodity prices’ data series
explicitly, several forecasting techniques can be considered:
firstly, depending on the characteristics of each IMF or
mode, an appropriate forecasting method can be chosen to
predict every IMF or mode; for instance, a polynomial
function can be used to estimate the residue and Fourier
analysis to predict low-frequency IMFs’ modes, using a
nonlinear method to stimulate high-frequency IMFs or
modes and summing them up to obtain the final results.
Secondly, the IMFs or modes can be categorized as linear
and nonlinear components which can be forecasted sepa-
rately and then integrating the individual parts to obtain the
final predicted results; for instance, the trend can be dealt
with using curve fitting, using nonlinear forecasting tech-
niques such as the backpropagation neural network to
forecast short-term fluctuations. Special events are difficult
to predict since they are influenced by several elements, such
as trade wars, outbreak of pandemic, atmospheric condi-
tions, financial policies, and many other sophisticated
factors.

Finally, we suggest that a new framework or integrated
forecasting method should be developed to handle special
events’ effects on prices since no one knows when and where
they will happen.

Data Availability

Data can be found at http://www.bloomberg.com.

Additional Points

Highlights. (i) We investigate futures prices of the following
commodities: crude oil, corn, and gold. (ii) We propose a
novel price determinant for these commodities: crude oil,
corn, and gold. (iii) Empirical mode decomposition and
variational mode decomposition are used to decompose
crude oil, corn, and gold prices into different components.
(iv) We examine the effects of each component on the
market price fluctuations. (v) We indicate that empirical
mode decomposition and variational mode decomposition
can bring out the underlying factors of commodity market
price volatility.
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